
hill-climbing traction, straight-line perfor-
mance, and handling characteristics of
every possible tire and driveline combina-
tion, from two-wheel drive on stock tires
to four-wheel drive on winter tires. Nevin,
here’s the answer to your question:

Hill-Climbing Traction
We started in the predawn chill by

trying to climb Brimley’s snow-covered
traction grades measuring 10, 15, and 30
percent, or 6, 9, and 17 degrees. Each
ascent was launched from a level standstill
just below the grade.

Four-wheel drive won this first round
of testing. Both four-wheel-drivers, even
shod with stock all-season tires, were able
to ascend the 30-percent grade, whereas
the 2wd cars could only conquer the 10-
and 15-percent grades.

As our braking tests would later con-
firm, winter tires can improve straight-line
grip by as much as a third relative to all-
season tires. But four-wheel drive doubles
the grip of a stock two-wheel-drive car
when accelerating or climbing a grade.

Straight-Line Performance
After our hill-climb event and a photo

session, the sun was well up, and we
headed for the snow and ice fields, which
were each 400 by 1400 feet. The sun is
generally not the winter tester’s friend, as
it can alter the condition of the test surface.
To monitor surface conditions, we ran
“control tests”—periodic retests of the
same vehicle, the results of which can be
used to correct the data to uniform test con-
ditions. Fortunately, the snow field was
well groomed, and it was wide enough to
allow nearly every test to be run on
untrampled snow. That surface remained
quite consistent all day. But afternoon sun
and the ministrations of an ersatz Zamboni
on the ice field caused that surface’s coef-
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Audi A6 Quattro: 4wd, winter tires
Mercedes-Benz E320 4MATIC: 4wd, winter tires
Audi A6 Quattro: 4wd, stock tires
Mercedes-Benz E320 4MATIC: 4wd, stock tires
Audi A6: fwd, winter tires
Mercedes-Benz E320: rwd, winter tires
Audi A6: fwd, stock tires
Mercedes-Benz E320: rwd, stock tires
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STRAIGHT-LINE PERFORMANCE ON SNOW

There’s more to modern winter-tire
design than an aggressive tread
pattern. Hundreds of tiny zigzag cuts
and grooves draw water away from
the contact patch as pressure melts
the snow or ice. Even at the micro-
scopic level, tiny tubes and pores
wick water up into the tire and then
sling it off. Advanced rubber com-
pounds allow these tires to retain
their soft, pliable, grippy nature at
very low temperatures.

MICHELIN ENERGY MXV4

BRIDGESTONE BLIZZAK WS-15

Window decals indicate driveline setup; wheels with Xs are shod with winter tires.
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